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The Derivation Process

Steps in deriving Chrome's concrete architecture: **
Create the high level conceptual subsystems, including the 
new subsystems: Data Persistence, Utilities and Testing
Place the highest level directories into these subsystems
Investigate unexpected dependencies and find rationale 
for each
Leads to: movement of individual files into different 
subsystems, justified and unjustified dependencies

 
Alternatives:

Started out too low level by moving individual files instead 
of larger file directories

** using source code version 2.0.3



Conceptual Architecture (Revisited)



Concrete Architecture



Unexpected Dependencies









Plugins Subsystem

Few files compared to 
other subsystems
Files come from two 
file directories
Chrome/src/chrome/common

Chrome/src/chrome/plugin

OO architecture



Networking Subsystem
Custom built stack (3rd version) 
Highly cohesive component between OS's
Runs as privileged process
Accessed by URL_Request() & URL_Fetcher()



JavaScript Subsystem

OO architecture
very little 
cohesion
extremely high 
coupling
not overly 
concerned about 
having a defined 
architecture, 
more concerned 
about speed
lack of code 
comments



XML Subsystem



Display Backend Subsystem

views - framework for widget layout (with some event 
handling)
Native Display - adapters for Windows native widgets 
skia - vector graphics and canvas 
GDI - Windows text rendering library
libpng / libjpeg - third party image libraries
Utilities - misc display and graphics functionality



Use Case



Concurrency & Team Issues

Huge team with many developers in different locations
Hard to tell who is working on what and at what time
Considerable difference in detail of commenting
However, coding conventions did afford consistency across 
the code
Extensive documentation and logging of changes/fixes 
makes it easier for developers to follow progress, but did 
not offer much help for us 



Limitations

Lack of clear, detailed explanatory header in files
Reading code was difficult due to minimal commenting the 
majority of the time

 
Inconsistency between online versions of the source code 
and what we were given (even for same release)



Lessons Learned

Start high level and go low level
Utilities and Testing subsystems make architecture clearer

 
Spreading work across the group was much more difficult 

 
Deriving the high level concrete architecture required 
group work, otherwise too hard to keep track of changes

 
Need a better way to merge chrome.contains file (possibly 
a subversion server)



Conclusions & Enhancement Options

Subsystems not as independent/modular as we were led to 
believe (through research)

 
Some subsystems not as cohesive as we once thought

 
Confusing to work through dependencies in different 
subsystems

 
Hard to maintain conceptual architecture with so many 
people working on development

 
Proposed Enhancement:
a more advanced & secure password manager


